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ABSTRACT
Directional Coherence Maps as proposed by Guo in ’98 are a very efficient acceleration technique for
ray tracing based global illumination renderers. It vastly reduces the number of pixels which have to be
computed exactly by identifying regions which are suitable for interpolation. By using oriented finite
elements for interpolation, the sampling density can be kept low for large regions of the target image. In
this paper we describe extensions of the method. An improved object test is presented which prevents
that small objects are missed. Additionally, it is shown how to handle textures efficiently, which was not
possible with the original approach.
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1 Introduction
Creating a high-quality image from a global illumina-
tion solution can take hours for complex scenes if ev-
ery pixel is evaluated with high accuracy. Therefore,
several methods have been developed which decide
which pixels can be approximated by interpolation.
An early, widely used strategy for adaptive refinement
for ray tracing was developed by [Paint89]. They pro-
gressively add new image samples and store them in
a k-D tree. The decision where to place new sam-
ples is based on the variance of the samples (to detect
features) and on the area which is covered by them
(to cover under-populated areas). They use a piece-
wise constant reconstruction from the cells of the k-D
tree plus filtering. A large number of methods fol-
lowed that tried to improve the strategies for finding
discontinuities both in image and in object space and
to exploit this knowledge for faster image synthesis.
This includes for example methods for finding shad-
ows [Chin89, Telle92, Drett94, Stewa94, Hart99], dis-
continuity meshing [Heckb92, Lisch93], subdividing
image space according to object and shadow bound-
aries [Pighi97], and adaptive interpolation of indirect
light [Ward92].
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The Directional Coherence Maps of Guo [Guo98]
provide an interpolation method even for finer details
of the solution. This method tries to find the main ori-
entation of shading details (a shadow or a glossy high-
light) and object boundaries and interpolates along
those discontinuities by using so-called oriented fi-
nite elements. In contrast to discontinuity meshing
the performance of the method is not constrained by
the number and type of lightsources and complex ge-
ometry calculations are avoided. The DCM recon-
struction can be used in conjunction with every global
illumination algorithm which is able to compute exact
results for single pixels.
The time to compute a high-quality image is usually
very long; therefore it is desirable to have already
meaningful early images. With progressing computa-
tion the solution should improve and finally converge
to the correct solution [Kajiy86]. The DCM incorpo-
rate such a progressive refinement as well by using a
hierarchical block refinement technique.
In the following, first the DCM algorithm will be de-
scribed in more detail (Section 2) and then our im-
provements for this method will be given (Section 3).
2 The Directional Coherence Maps
The goal of the Directional Coherence Maps by
[Guo98] is to compute as few image points as possi-
ble exactly and to determine the other points by using
some interpolation scheme.
Of course anti-aliasing is an issue for all ray-tracing
based rendering systems. In order to keep things sim-
ple, we will assume in the following that anti-aliased
images are obtained by creating images of multiple
resolution and scaling them down to the desired im-
age size. In the following a pixel is an image point of
this enlarged high resolution image, several such pix-
els are averaged to obtained a single pixel value of the
final image.
2.1 Overview
The image space is first subdivided into so called el-
ementary blocks which are small squares, typically of
size 8x8 pixels. At the beginning of the DCM recon-
struction each elementary block is classified either as
a smooth block or an edge block (see Figure 1 a) and
b) and 2.2 for a description of the classification pro-
cedure).
a) smooth b) simple edge c) complex edge
Figure 1: Block types
Smooth blocks are considered to have no discontinu-
ities inside. For those blocks, only the four corners are
evaluated exactly—all other pixels are determined by
bilinear interpolation between those four corner val-
ues.
In contrast, edge blocks contain one or more discon-
tinuities and simple bilinear interpolation would not
be sufficient in this case. For those blocks all pixels
on the block’s border are evaluated exactly. With this
information the direction of the “strongest” disconti-
nuity is found. This is done by determining the least
discrepancy direction, i.e. the direction for which the
differences between border pixels that are opposite
with respect to this direction are minimal (see Fig-
ure 2). Typically, eight different directions are tested.
Parallel to this discontinuity so called oriented finite
elements are established, which are longish quadratic
polygons (see Figure 2). The interior of those ele-
ments is obtained by linear interpolation between the
border values.
Figure 2: Finding the least discrepancy direc-
tion and drawing the oriented finite elements
If the desired quality is not yet reached—i.e. impor-
tant features have been missed—the DCM reconstruc-
tion can be iterated by subdividing every block into
four quads and classifying the children into smooth or
edge blocks, again. If finally blocks have the size of
one pixel the result is the same as a baseline renderer
would produce.
In order not to miss any features, the four children
of a smooth block undergo the same classification
into smooth or edge blocks as elementary blocks (see
2.2). For edge blocks another test (see 2.3) is done
before they are subdivided into four quads in order
to determine if they contain only one single disconti-
nuity which is only slightly curved (so-called simple
edge blocks) or some more complex features (com-
plex edge blocks) (see Figure 1 b) and c)). For chil-
dren of complex edge blocks the oriented finite el-
ements have to be re-calculated, whereas for simple
edge blocks only a lazy boundary evaluation is done.
Here, only the center pixel (of the parent) is computed
exactly and this value is compared to the result of the
finite element approximation. If this does not differ
significantly the old orientation of the finite elements
is kept, the interpolation is just corrected with the new
values. Otherwise, a new full boundary evaluation has
to be done.
2.2 Classification Smooth—Edge Block
Two tests are done to determine if a block is a smooth
or an edge block. The first test is a contrast test: From
the exact radiance values at the four vertices the max-
imum and minimum luminances are determined to
compute the block contrast following Mitchells def-
inition of contrast: 
	

. If this contrast is above
some threshold, the block is classified as an edge
block. For the other test, all visible lines from ob-
ject boundaries (as well as their reflection in planar
mirrors) are computed by creating an object-ID index
image with OpenGL. If a block is crossed by a visible
line, it is classified as an edge block, too.
2.3 Classification Simple—Complex Edge Block
A block has to pass three tests before it can be con-
firmed to be a simple edge block — otherwise it will
be classified as a complex edge block. The first test
(the so-called zero order test) tries to find the number
of edges crossing this block by counting the signifi-
cant changes in color along the border. If there are
only two changes, it can be supposed that there is only
one discontinuity (see Figure 3).
The next test, the first order test, attempts to find
the gradient of the discontinuity for each of the two
points, where the discontinuity intersects the block
border. For this purpose, the pixels around the cross-
ing point inside the border have to be evaluated. If the
gradient is nearly the same at both crossing points, the
discontinuity (probably) is a straight line (see Figure
3).
The last test uses the object IDs which were already
used for the smooth—edge block classification. No
more than two objects are allowed on the block border
for a simple edge block.
Zero order test:
passed failed
First order test:
passed failed
Figure 3: Zero and first order tests
3 Enhancements of the Algorithm
In our implementation of the algorithm of Guo we
achieved similar results as were described in the orig-
inal paper (see Figures 4 and 7). Depending on the
scene’s character only 6–10% of the pixels had to be
evaluated exactly without a noticeable loss of quality.
Most images were produced with oversampling (4 or
16 times) to obtain anti-aliased results. For large im-
ages (i.e. screen size) it might be possible that the data
used for the DCM does not fit into main memory. We
therefore implemented a possibility to subdivide the
image into smaller parts and to do the algorithm for
all sub-images independently.
The remainder of this section describes enhancements
we introduced in order to handle thin objects on the
finest block refinement level (see 3.1) and to improve
the object tests which are used in several occasions
during the algorithm (see 3.2). Furthermore, because
the original algorithm was not able to handle textures
efficiently, we developed an enhancement for textures
which will be described in 3.3.
3.1 Handling Thin Objects
The DCM algorithm is designed to create progres-
sively finer and better images, theoretically starting
with a single elementary block containing the entire
image and finally reaching pixel level. In practice it
is a good starting point to use elementary blocks of
size 8x8 (corresponding to Guo and our experience,
too). In our implementation we then refine only once
to obtain 4x4 blocks. For the next finer block size of
2x2 it would not make sense to do the complex finite
element orientation procedure.
Especially very thin and longish objects like the shaft
of the desk lamp of Figure 4 or the pricks of the cactus
in Figure 7 which only have a thickness of 1 or 2 pix-
els are difficult to represent by the finite element inter-
polation. Blocks containing those objects will be clas-
sified as (complex) edge blocks due to the object ID
tests. The finite element orientation procedure tries
then to find the least discrepancy direction. Because
the thin line only covers very few border pixels it will
hardly contribute to overall differences. Especially in
the presence of other shading details (like shadow)
having a different orientation than the line the finite
elements will not be oriented into the direction of the
thin line. Therefore, the thin line will be washed out
by the interpolation with this scheme (cp. Figure 5,
left image).
We therefore use another test after the finite elements
of a 4x4 block have been established. Before a value
of an interior pixel is determined by interpolation it
is tested if the object IDs of the border pixels corre-
spond to the object ID of this pixel (the object IDs
are already known from the classification tests 2.2).
If not, this single pixel is computed exactly.
The images of Figures 4 and 7 were computed with
this extension. The right image of Figure 5 contains
a detail of Figure 7. Especially the pricks of the cac-
tus are reproduced better than in the left image which
was created by the original model. The index image
Figure 4: Size 512x512, 4 times oversampling, 6% of pixels are computed exactly. The bottom images
show two details of the index image (desk lamp and chair).
Figure 5: Detail of the cactus. Left: original method (refined to 4x4 blocks), Right: new method, Bottom:
Enlarged part of the index for the new method.
on the bottom shows which pixels are computed addi-
tionally (those not having a block structure). The total
increase in exactly computed samples was only about
1% for this scene.
3.2 Improved Object Test
The original algorithm uses object IDs for the
smooth—edge block as well for the simple—complex
edge block classification. However, often more com-
plex objects are composed from simple drawing prim-
itives like triangles all consisting of the same mate-
rial. In this case, it is desirable to interpolate across
those primitives in order not to stress the borders be-
tween them. Therefore, we additionally compare the
shaders of the objects. Only if object ID and shader
differ, blocks will be classified as edge or complex
edge blocks, respectively. Because shaders can be
of arbitrary complexity, we decided to compare only
shader IDs.
3.3 Enhancement for Textures
Texturing is a very efficient and widely used means
for increasing the visual richness of synthetic render-
ings. By mapping images onto geometric objects,
even simple objects can offer high visual detail in
the final rendering, almost without increase of over-
all rendering time.
Such high visual detail from textures, however, re-
tards the method of Guo. The method considers the
texture as lighting detail, which entails fine sampling
of the entire object. Compare Figure 6, where the
floor is a single polygon with a parquet texture. It
exhibits fine detail both due to the parquet texture and
due to lighting, in this case mainly the chair’s shadow.
However, texture detail is usually produced very
lately, namely at the last light bounce before the light
reaches the eye (unless you look onto textured sur-
faces via a mirror for example). It is not the incident
light at the object that changes rapidly, but just its re-
flection.
This distinction opens the way for improving Guo’s
method in the presence of textured objects: if we
could interpolate the incident light at the object with
Guo’s method and perform the reflection computa-
tion including the textures afterwards, in the above
example the method can well interpolate large re-
gions of the floor and can concentrate on the criti-
cal shadow boundaries and the glossy reflection. The
right column of Figure 6 shows the result of our ap-
proach based on this idea. Although the final image
has rich detail allover due to the textured floor, only
the shadow boundaries and glossy reflection bound-
aries were sampled finely. In contrast, the left column
of Figure 6 shows that the textured floor is sampled
densely when the original approach is used.
This approach was chosen by [Pighi97], but interpo-
lating incident light is only possible if the last reflec-
tion is diffuse. To be able to handle more complex
BRDFs we only delay the texturing and thus the most
rapidly changing part of reflection until the final inter-
polation. More precisely, we split the reflected light

of a pixel into two parts: the first part

is the
one that has been modulated by the object’s texture,
the second one  is the constant offset unaffected by
the texture. Note that e.g. for plastic a texture only
modulates the diffuse reflection of an object (    ),
whereas the glossy reflection does not vary (    ).
Instead of  , we consider the value before texturing,
i.e. the value


ffflfiffi "!$#&%('
. Altogether, if we
have an image sample on an object at texture coor-
dinates  )!*#fl%+' , and the texture function on the object
is
ffi "!$#&%('
, the resulting color of the pixel is


 -,  
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
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The gain of this separation is that we now have two
colors


and
 
that are about as smooth as if the
scene was not textured at all. If we apply Guo’s ap-
proach to this color tuple
 "

#&./'
instead of to  , less
samples will become necessary.
On the downside, the interpolation becomes more
complicated. First, we have to consider two colors,
i.e. six color channels, for interpolation, contrast com-
putation etc. Second, we have to evaluate the texture
function
ffi "!$#&%(' during interpolation, which means
that we have to compute the texture coordinates  )!*#fl%+'
for an interpolated point and have to evaluate the tex-
ture to obtain the modulation factor.
Six color channels instead of three is just a small
memory problem. More difficult is the computation
of texture coordinates. But since we know from the
tests using object IDs for each interpolation point
which object it sees, we can quickly intersect the cor-
responding eye ray with the object to obtain the tex-
ture coordinates.
4 Results and Conclusion
The image reconstruction method of Guo turned out
to be a very efficient means for the acceleration of
ray-tracing based renderers. Image discontinuities
are detected reliably, and with the oriented finite el-
ements simple discontinuities are approximated very
efficiently. In particular if supersampling is used for
anti-aliasing and the final images are obtained by av-
eraging the reconstruction result, the quality loss is
low.
In the following table we compared the method of
Guo with a simple baseline renderer for the scene in
Figure 4. The computation time was split into the time
needed for pure illumination computation and for the
DCM. The table shows that the time overhead intro-
duced by the DCM is rather small but the overall time
gain is high, although we used only a very simple illu-
mination computation algorithm (300 rays are shot to
the lightsources, for glossy objects 20 reflection rays
are shot additionally). For a more sophisticated illu-
mination algorithm (like for example a final gather of
a finite element solution) even a bigger time gain can
be expected.
Baseline vs. DCM (for Figure 4)
Method Pixel Time DCM Time Illum
Baseline 100 % – 3672 s
DCM 5.9 % 43 s 245 s
With our improved testing scheme, most complex
cases where the original method fails are detected. By
switching back to a full sampling for these few criti-
cal cases many small artifacts can be avoided by only
a slight decrease of rendering performance. As a re-
sult, the quality of the final images, although obtained
from usually less than 10% of the samples, is close to
that of a fully sampled image (see Figure 7).
The table below contains a comparison of Guo’s orig-
inal method (refined to 4x4) and the extension for thin
objects for the scene in Figure 7. The higher quality
of the image was achieved by the expense of only ap-
proximately 1% more samples. The time for the DCM
computation is moderately increased because of the
additional test during the interpolation. The scene is
only directly lit by point light sources, therefore the
DCM time exceeds the time for the illumination com-
putation. Again, with a more complex lighting algo-
rithm the time for illumination computation will dom-
inate over the time needed for the DCM.
Thin Objects (see Figure 7)
Method Pixel Time DCM Time Illum
Guo 7.28 % 70.82 s 52.38 s
New 8.17 % 94.16 s 55.42 s
Furthermore, we could solve the problem of very
dense sampling enforced by textured surfaces. By
delaying the texturing to the final interpolation step,
textured surfaces are handled without an increase in
sampling density (see Figures 6 and 7).
In the following table we compared the improved
method with Guo’s original method for the scene in
Figure 6. It shows that the number of exactly com-
puted samples and hence also the computation time
could be strongly reduced, while the increase in the
time needed for the DCM computation is minimal.
Again, with a more complex lighting algorithm an
even higher time gain can be expected.
Figure 6: Left: without texture extension, Right: with texture extension
Figure 7: Size 512x512, 16 times oversampling, 7% of pixels computed exactly. The cactus model was
created by Oliver Deussen and Bernd Lintermann.
Textures (see Figure 6)
Method Pixel Time DCM Time Illum
Guo 17.8 % 40.66 s 27.93 s
New 3.6 % 42.64 s 7.08 s
On the downside, the method suffers from noisy il-
lumination computations. The noise cannot be dis-
tinguished from ‘real’ detail and results in too fine
sampling of the noisy regions. We are not aware of
a simple solution to this problem.
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